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Abstract— The motors and drives have a wide application. 

The application consists of interfacing and commissioning 

of motor and drive to the tandem test jig.  This project 

describes how motors and drive system is interfaced to 

tandem test jig. The equipment is used for grading process 

and bank cutting process of roads. Tandem is a piece of 

Motor grader equipment and it is used for transmission of 

power in the equipment. Testing of the tandem before 

assembling on to the vehicle is very necessary. Testing the 

tandem by manual method is a tedious job. In order to make 

work simple and to get quality of product automation of jig 

is to be implemented. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

BG 605 motor grader vehicle is manufactured in BEML 

Mysore. The equipment is used for grading operation and 

bank cutting operation of roads. Tandem is a part of BG605 

Motor grader equipment and it is used for transmission of 

power in the equipment. Testing of the tandem before 

assembling on to the vehicle is very essential. Testing the 

tandem by manual method is a tedious job. In order to make 

work easy and to get quality of product automation of jig is 

to be implemented.  

A. Salient features of Motor Grader 

1) Performance: With its high engine horse power and 

operating weight, it is ideal for heavy duty road 

constructions/maintenance jobs at mining and 

demanding job sites. 

2) Productivity: High power engine, coupled with 

high-performance blade equipment ensure high 

productivity. 

3) Operating Ease: The fingertip control of a smooth, 

electrically controlled transmission provides high 

manoeuvrability. 

4) Comfort: Rear frame mounted operator’s 

compartment enables greater viewing ease of the 

machines travelling direction. Operator’s comfort 

is enhanced by adjustable oil suspension seats and 

rubber pad mounted. 

 
Fig. 1: Motor Grader 

B. Disadvantages of testing tandem after assembling in 

motor grader: 

1) Failure related to torque and speed. 

2) Obtaining accuracy is not easy. 

3) Time required for testing is more. 

4) Has peak torque fixed to a 1% duty cycle. 

5) Required power supply is 10 times more than 

before assembling testing. 

6) Leakage problem. 

7) Present of Abnormal sound. 

8) Tandem heating problem. 

These disadvantages can be overcome by testing 

the tandem before assembling in the motor grader 

  All the disadvantages are overcome by employing 

motor and selection of suitable drive.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

For particular vehicle specification, the three motors namely 

Induction motor (IM), Surface-mounted permanent-magnet 

(SPM), and interior PM (IPM) are chosen, comparing the 

power, efficiency and same stack dimensions and inverter 

size. Due to less cost and safe when inverter is unwilled to 

turnoff due to natural de-excitation [1]. 

The variable speed drive is considered due to 

voltage amplitude control. However, variable frequency 

drive controls speed only. This application consumes rated 

power, to overcome this issue the concept of variable 

frequency drive is introduced [3]. 

When compared to alternating current and direct 

current drives, AC drives are finding more applications 

more frequently combination of AC and DC drives are also 

used in some applications. The SCR and thyristor based DC 

drives may distort the supply voltage by creating 

commutation notches. The more notches may also cause 

failure or leads to operational problems. To protect the drive 

from the harmonic current the wide spectrum filters are 

used, so that notches are reduced [4]. 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 2: Block diagram of proposed work 
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The block diagram consists of a control panel which is 

interfaced with the tandem jig through induction motors 

coupled with gears box. The gears are necessary for soft 

torque controls. The control panel comprises of the IGBT 

based AC drive which are controlled by their respective 

push buttons. The IGBT based AC drive is responsible for 

the speed control. 

IV. SELECTION OF MOTOR 

Basically induction motor requires no maintenance and 

applications are suitable, where the motors can be mounted 

in an area where substitution is not a problem. 

 The initial cost of induction motors are less, the 

weight is smaller, availability is easy. 

 Induction motors are suitable for operational speed 

of 2500rpm due to the absence of brushes and 

commutators. 

 When the environment is wet and also due to 

corrosion, the enclosure type of motors are 

available. 

Generally induction motors are three phase AC 

motors. 

Main features of induction motors are: 

 Construction is easy 

 Maintenance is not difficult and less cost 

 Efficiency is high and thus more reliability 

 It does not require synchronisation and additional 

starting torque. 

 
Fig. 3: Induction motor 

Induction motors are classified into two main parts 

 Stator 

 Rotor 

1) Three phase windings are held by slots in stamping 

of stator part. Poles are designed, and windings are 

geometrically spaced by 120 degree apart. 

2) Rotors are divided as squirrel cage rotor and slip 

ring rotor. 

 Squirrel cage rotor: in this, bars which are 

used for conducting is connected 

electrically to the ends of rotor through 

end rings. 

 Slip ring rotor: poly phase windings are 

connected for slip rings to the ends of 

rotor. 

A. Selection of Squirrel Cage Induction Motor 

 Squirrel cage induction motors cost less when they 

are compared with slip ring induction motor. 

 This squirrel cage induction motor requires less 

maintenance due to absence of brushes, the wear 

and tear cost is also reduced.  

 Squirrel cage induction motors mainly require less 

conducting materials; therefore copper losses are 

also limited. Due to minimum losses the efficiency 

is high when compared to slipring induction motor.  

The synchronous speed of motor is given by: 

   
     

 
 

Where, 

f is a frequency in Hz, and  

p is the number of  poles.  

The speed of the motor is characterized by the slip S  

  
    

 
 

Where, N is the mechanical speed of rotor. 

B. Calculation of Torque in Induction motor 

HP = 2 *T*Nr / 33000 

Where, HP = Horse Power of induction motor. 

Rating of induction motor= 40HP 

T = Torque in lb.-ft. 

Nr = Speed in RPM. 

Hence, T = HP*33000/2   *Nr 

T = 40*33000/2   *1460 

T = 143.87lb-ft 

Where, 1 lb-ft = 1.35582 Nm 

T = 143.87*1.35582 = 195.068 Nm is the approximate 

torque of the machine. 

C. Name Plate details of Induction motor 

Make: Siemens 

Machine no: LBQ91752 

Rating (KW/HP): 30KW/40HP 

Frequency: 50 +/- 5% 

Efficiency: Full load=82% 

Volt: 415 +/- 10% 

IP: 55 

Duty: S1 

Current: 15 A (star) 

Speed: 1460 RPM 

Power factor: 0.85, Ambient temperature: 50ºc  

V. SELECTION OF DRIVES 

Drives can be defined as the system which controls the 

motion of an electrical machine. Usually drives are 

assembled with the electrical motors for speed control 

process. Also this can be done with the help of software, so 

that the controlling action is easier. 

The drives systems mainly find its application in 

the industries, factories, household appliances etc. 

The drives are classified as: 

 DC drives and 

 AC drives. 

A. AC drive 

AC drives are used to control the speed of an electrical 

motor, the induction motor or a synchronous motor by 

varying the frequency of drive the motor speed is controlled. 
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Fig. 4: Block diagram of AC drive 

1) Rectifier 

It is device which converts alternating current into direct 

current. And it is fed into DC circuit section. 

2) DC circuit 

This section receives DC current from rectifier. Basically it 

is found that energy is stored in capacitors. And it filters the 

harmonics and passes the DC current into the inverter 

section. 

3) Inverter 

This converts DC to AC, and AC power is supplied to 

motor. 

 
Fig. 5: Open loop Constant V/F AC drive 

B. V/F Control 

The V/F is of scalar control where magnitude like 

frequency, voltage and current can be varied. The volt per 

hertz (V/F) control gives command and feedback signals 

which are DC quantities proportional to the respective 

variables. 

In fig 7, under the base point the motor operates at 

its finest excitation, which is called as torque operation, 

because of constant (v/f) ratio. 

 
Fig. 6: Volts per Hertz Control Method 

 
Fig. 7: Volt per Hertz Ramp 

 
Fig. 8: System Concept 

The process for controlling is as follows: 

Temperature current and voltage sensing section: 

 The overvoltage, under voltage, overheating 

protection of drive is calculated in control process. 

 ADC and software will protect from overvoltage 

and overheating. 

C. Software to Auto Tune the Drive 

Software will gather all values from the user interface and 

sensors will process them and generates three phase PWM 

signals for the inverter.      
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Fig. 9: Data Flow 

D.  Acceleration/Deceleration Ramp 

The new actual speed command is calculated based on the 

required speed as per acceleration/deceleration ramp. And 

then desired speed can be set by push buttons. 

When motor decelerates, it works as generator, at 

this state the DC-bus capacitor gets charged and its voltage 

will exceed its maximum voltage. Then the voltage level in 

DC-bus link is controlled by the resistive brake which is 

operating in the overvoltage. 

1) Speed Measurement 

The on-chip quadrature decoder is used for speed 

measurement process. 

The speed measurement is the process output which is used 

for the information in PC master. 

2) DC-Bus Voltage Ripple Elimination 

In the below graph, the first graph shows the generated sine 

wave scale modulated to eliminate the ripple of DC-bus. 

The second graph represents the three-phase 

generation function of the duty cycle. 

The third graph shows the phase-to phase voltage 

when applied to three-phase motor given in sine-wave form. 

 
Fig. 10: 3-ph Waveforms with DC Bus Voltage Ripple 

Elimination 

3) Fault Control 

This process is responsible for fault handling. The software 

accommodates five fault inputs: over current, overvoltage, 

under voltage, overheating and wrong identified hardware. 

VI. INTERFACING OF MOTOR AND DRIVE 

 
Fig. 11: Connection diagram of the AC drive and motor with 

tandem jig 

1) Circuit Breaker 

When there is a short circuit due to overload, this circuit 

breaker act as an electrical switch to protect. It will stop the 

flow of current during fault.  

2) Input AC Reactor 

When the current wave-forms are not sinusoidal i.e. when 

harmonics are present. The properly installed correct size 

reactor will eliminate the harmonics by lowering into 35%. 

3) Output AC Reactor 

These output reactors will reduce the harmonic waveforms 

which are caused by the inverters and improve power 

quality and reduces the vibrations of motor.  

4) Description of Power connection 

 
Fig. 12: Power connection diagram 

VII. TEST SETUP AND RESULTS 

A. Interfacing of Motor and Tandem Jig  

 
Fig. 13: Interfacing of Motor and Tandem Jig 
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The Fig 13 shows the tandem of BG605 motor grader 

interfaced with induction motor through coupling bevel 

gear.  

B. Testing Results after Interfacing:  

Characteristic 
Checking 

Method 
Results 

Speed Tachometer 
500-

1500RPM 

Duration Watch 2hrs 

Noise level Sound meter 100db max 

Check and cleaning of 

strainer 
Visual 

Clean/free 

from dust 

Temperature Gauge 90  max 

Oil 

leakage 

Coupling 

portion 

Visual No leakage 

Weld joints of 

tandem 

Centre case 

cage portion 

All as cast 

portion 

Table 1: Results of testing interfacing 

The Table 1 shows the results of testing Tandem after 

interfacing.     

C. Frequency variation for Speed Control  

The Tandem of BG605 Motor grader is rotated in clockwise 

and anticlockwise directions by varying the frequency of the 

drive. By varying the frequency tandem speed measured in 

RPM using tachometer. 

Serial 

Number 

Frequency in 

Hertz 

Speed of 

Motor in RPM 

1 10 300 

2 20 600 

3 30 900 

4 40 1200 

5 50 1500 

Table 2: Test results 

 
The above graph shows the control of tandem 

speed by variable frequency drive. When Frequency is 

increased the tandem speed also increases. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The tandem jig can be tested without assembling the whole 

motor grader which would reduce the time and increase the 

productivity. Testing Tandem jig before assembling BG605 

Motor Grader overcomes leakage problem, abnormal sound 

and Tandem heating problem. Thus interfacing and 

commissioning of motor and drive to the tandem test jig is 

required. 
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